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~
A Personal Note from C. P.

As mentioned in last Month's Bulletin, this note is one of (temporary at least) farewell to my
English and Scottish friends and clients. For family reasons, not concerned with stamps, I
have decided to return to New Zealand. If the past ten years can be taken as any indication
I will be back on visits to England and Scotland again on many occasions in the years to come.
My time (ten years almost to the day) in the UK has been one of the happiest periods of my
life and I shall always count it a privilege that being English born myself, I was able to live
a very full and happy ten years in my native land. To me it has always been especially
welcoming in a civilized and gentle sort of way that I have not found elsewhere.

To those who have never been far or long abroad it may seem odd to hear England called a
particularly gentle land but I can assure them that to me that is its chief feature. These are
not easy days for the U. K. and there has been much strife and uneasiness of spirit evident in
our lives these last few years; but this is not peculiar to the U. K. Everywhere there is the
same strife, or worse, evident in human relations. And despite the evidence of it in England
I can vouch for it that it is perhaps less evident here than elsewhere. Like the poet Blake, one
can be conscious of "satanic mills" (or their modern equivalen~s)while remaining convinced
that this is indeed a "green and pleasant land, " populated by a people who are generally more
courteous and kindly - and more conscious of the rights of others - than one meets anywhere
else.

But I must not write as if this were intended to be a far.ewellletter; I shall (D. V. ) certainly be
back many times.

I leave the Woking Branch of Campbell Paterson Ltd in the capable charge of Colin Hamilton
- my confidence in him is complete and I invite all our clients to enjoy the same confidence
that Colin will deal efficiently, fairly and courteously with them on all occasions.

I hope many will keep in touch with me by letter or when Visiting New Zealand; the address
P. O. Box 5555, Auckland, will always find me. If I can be of any assistance to old or new
friends, philatelically or in any other way, they have only to ask.

~y~,



COINCIDENCE - OR A CATALOGUE-ABLE VARIETY?

by Colin Hamilton

In the New Zealand Newsletter Vol4, No.2, dated September 1952, there was a report by Mr
paterson of his having been shown a most interesting copy of the 6d Victory stamp of 1920.
Interesting in that ifhad what would have been an extensive and prominent white flaw affecting
the letters NUE of REVENUE, but the flaw had been rather crudely "retouched", not on the
plate, but on the stamp itself. In fact Mr Paterson's opionion expressed at the time was that
this was in all probability not a plate flaw at all, but simply an isolated case of the ink flaking
off or not "taking" on the chalky surface of the paper.

The reason for recounting this little snippet from well-nigh twenty years ago is that recently
I saw in an auction lot a 6d Victory displaying all the characteristics described. As previously,
the "retouching", although crude, was in ink precisely matching the shade of the printing ink,
and had apparently been executed with a pen or a fine brush.

It is, of course, remotely possible that the 3,000,000 - 1 chance came up, and that it was the
self-same copy I saw, having in the meanwhile found its way to the other side of the globe. I
think it significant however, that the stamp I saw was unaccompanied by write-up of any kind 
it was mounted anonymously among half a dozen others. Had it been the copy described in 1952,
it would surely not be unreasonable to eXpect that the story would have been alongside it.

So is it possible that here is a forerunner of the well-known 1963 Health 3d + Id "Finger flaw",
where it is known that in an effort to minimise the effects of a constant plate flaw drastic (and
crude) measures were used on the printed stamps?

I lIould hope that everyone reading this will follow it up by scrutinising all the 6d Victories
ill his or her possession-confirmation of the existence of similarly "retouched" copies would,
of course, be of major philatelic interest. Remember, the area to examine is around the
NUE of REVENUE. A glass is hardly necessary to see the variety, but examination under
magnification will clearly show the rough inking-in of the missing parts of the letters.

REVIEW
HJMR Priced Guide to Philatelic Literature - Second Edition. Published by HJMR Co.,
P. O. Box 308, North Miami, Florida 33161, U. S. A., $5 paperbound, $7.50 clothbound.
(available from the publishers).

This is a massive volume of over 500 pages, and 50,000 listings of philatelic books, catalogues,
periodicals and articles. The publishers claim that it took five years' solid work to compile,
and we can well believe it.

While U. S. literature is naturally to the fore, other countries from (alphabetically) Abyssinia
to Zululand receive considerable attention. The New Zealand section alone runs to some 150
separate items but, curiously, this reviewer could not locate anywhere in the book a listing of
the R. P. S. N. Z. Handbooks. (The C. P. Catalogue is listed however).

At $5 for the paperbound edition (plus 30c compulsory registration) this is essential reading
for the philatelic literature enthusiast, particularly since a system of credit coupons allows
purchasers of $15 worth of goods from the catalogue to recoup its entire initial cost.

G.C.H.



We should like to express publicly our apologies to all of our many friends and
clients for the less-tp.an-usual promptness of our service in the month following
the end of the postal strike. This was due to a number of factors, all (we're glad
to say:) beyond our controL Among these were the understandable rush of after
strike orders; postal delays which, at the moment of writing, are still with us;
and our annual stocktaking which, for fiscal reasons, just has to be done at the
end of March.

Our sincere thanks to all for their patience and understanding during this period.
We are confident that by the time this appears in print, we shall be fully back to
normal.

"The Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 1

This was the first of the series of Handbooks published by the Royal Philatelic Society
of New Zealand, a series which now runs to five volumes, with a sixth in the early stages
of production. Individually and collectively these Handbooks are universally recognised
as bei~ among the finest philatelic works ever produced anywhere.

Volume 1, published in 1938, ,deals authoritatively and in minute detail with every N. Z.
postage stamp issued from 1855 to 1938, as well as having extensive chapters on the
various papers used, perforating machines, proof material, presentation sets, etc.,
etc. The edition was limited to 1000 copies - how many of these can still be around
today, and of those still in existence, how many are tied up in complete sets? Like
its later companions, Volume 1 is magnificently produced and luxuriously bound - it
would enhance any bookshelf by its looks alone.

We are pleased to offer a copy of Volume 1 in beautiful condition, complete with photo
graphic plates of the damaged portions of Plate 2 of the 2d Full Face QIeen. An
indispensable reference work for the serious student of New Zealand stamps, and
a first class investment at .......•....................................... £75

501 Life Insurance "With VR" Designs
(a) 3d, 6d and 1/- "VR". Unlike the td, Id and 2d, the top three values of this series
exist only on the original 4mm. wmk paper, and with the original perf. 12 x 111.
Mark our words, they are extremely scarce (when did you last see them offered in
top condition?) The 3d, 6d and 1/-, selected used ..............•......... £12.50

(b) As above, but by C. P. standards, not-so-fine (by any other, however, still "fine
used":) £7

(c) td, Id and 2d ''VR''. With (a) or (b) above, these make up the complete set per
S. G. The Id value included in our offer is, however, the scarcer issue on 7mm wmk
paper (C. P. X2b), unlisted by S. G. The three low values, perf. 12 x 11t, used

..........•...•... £1

(d) Compound per!. 11 and 10, "VR". td and Id (S. G. LlO - L11) used £1. 20

(e) Per!. 11, "VR". td, Id and 2d red-brown (S. G. Ll3 - L15). Three used ... 25p



(f) Perf. 10, "VR". Sorry, no id or Id copies aVailable, so it's the 2d red-brown
only (S. G. L9), but in two good shades, used.............................. 20p

502 Life Insurance "Without VR" DesignS

(a) Collection. A fine lot, all papers and perfs being represented in mint pairs or
blocks. Among items included are the scarce 2d Purple (S. G. L28 ) in block of four,
two pairs (shades) of the 6d on De La Rue paper (S. G. L3l ) and constant varieties in
the "2d (2), 2d Yellow (2) and the 3d Chocolate (2). Altogether two blocks of six, 13
blocks of four and 8 pairs, all mint (four of the blocks show the selvedge "buffer bars~'

added before the last printings tQ prevent damage to the plates), A superb starter lot
of these interesting, and too often neglected, issues .............•.•..•.... £20

(b) Simplified Set. For collectors requiring a one-of-each re~resentation, without
regard to watermark or perf- id Green, Id Red, Hd Black, l"2d Orange-brown,
2d Yellow, 3d Chocolate and 6d Pink. The short set of 7 stamps, mint £2

We can supply most values of this series individually,.mint or used. Wants lists welcomed.

1967-70 DECIMAL PICTORIALS.

All but four of these have now been superseded by the new 1:'70 - 'it Definitives, and we
anticipate that this will be the last listir.g we will be able to do on such a comprehensive
scale. Collectors are strongly advised to fill their gaps in this series NOW, while. stocks last.

503 ~c Manuka.

(a) Plate block lA or lB, or Imprint block (6), each ....................•.• 5p
{b) Variety R6/6 Background retouch (10) lOp
(c) Variety R15/2 Background retouch (10) lOp

504 lc Karaka.

(a) Deep brown, brown, yellow-brown - 3 excellent shades in blocks of four..18p
(b) Plate block lA or lB, or Imprint block (6), each....................... 7p
(c) Plates lA, lB and 2 diff. Imprint blocks, -compl~te ...••.••.•.........• 25p
(d) Variety Rll/10 Retouch by N of NEW (4) ...... ~ .... .. ... ...... .. ..... 8p

505 2c Kaka Beak.

(a) Plate block lA, lA2A or lB2B, or Imprint (6), each •......•.....•.... lOp
(b) Three plates (as above) and three diff. Imprints (6 blocks)....•.......... 27p

506 2ic Kowhai.

(a) Plate block lA,lB, 2A1A, 2BlB, 2A3A, 2B3B, or Imprint block (6), each
........•... l5p

(b) Six Plates (as above) and four diff. Imprints (10 blocks) ••..•••.••...... £1. 40
(c) Variety R3/3 Flaw "G for C" (9) 25p
(d) Variety R10/7 Weakness behind E of NEW (8) ......•••.•...••......... 25p
(e) Variety R2/3 Dented top frame, and R2/4 Background weakness behind ~c. The

double variety block (8) ..............................•......•... " 25p
(f) Variety R19/l Flaw on 2 of~, and R19/3 Background weakness. Another two-

variety block (6) .........•.•••..•....•.......•....•.........••••.•. l5p



(g) Variety R8/5 Flaw "Butterfly on flower" (10) .•.........•..... , .•..... 50p
(h) Variety Rl0/6 Flaw "Tail on large 2" (10) •.••..•..•••••••.•.....•... 45p
(i) Variety R12/7 Background retouches (8) ....•....•.•••.•••••••.•..... 22p
(j) Variety R14/9 Flaw "Apostrophe over D of LAND" (4) •.•.••..•........ 18p
(k) Variety R18/7 Flaw "White cap on N of LAND" (8) 25p
(1) Variety R20/4 Flaw "Accent on A of LAND" (4) ......•...••........•.. 18p

507 3c Puarangi.

(a) Plate block lA, lB, 2A1A, 2B1B, 2A3A, 2B3B, or Imprint block (6),
each .••••••••..•..•..........................•..••.....•....••.... 20p

(b) Booklet pane of 6 stamps, complete •...•.•..•.•.••••••..•......•..•. 15p
(c) Counter coil pair. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . . • . • . . . .. 15p
(d) Variety R19/1 Extensive plate scratch retouch (6) 20p
(e) Variety R13/1 Flaw "Big white blob on Z"(4) .....•.......•.•.•.•.•... 20p
(f) Variety R11/5 Flaw "Even bigger white blob on Z" (10) ..............•. 50p
(g) Variety R13/9 Large background retouch (4) ......•...•........•..... 18p
(h) Variety R9/4 Prominent retouch to background (8) .........•.......... 30p
(i) Variety R5/10 Flll:w "Broken A of LAND" (10) .......•..............•. 30p
{j) Variety R14/10 Extensive background weakness, and R15/8 Flaw "Gnome's

hea<fDouble variety block (6) .•....•....••..........•..•........••• 30p

508 4c Daisy.

(a) Block of four, Gum Arabic or PVA, each ..•.............•.....•.•.... 15p
(b) Combined Imprint/Plate lA, lB, lA2A or lB2B (12), each .•........... 53p
(c) Counter coil pair •..•.•.....•....••.•.•.••.•.•••..•..••..•...•...... 20p
(d) Variety R8/8 Background retouch (6) ..•..............•............... 28p

509 5c Pikiarero.

(a) Plate lA or lB, or Imprint block (6), each ••.••••••••.•••..•.......... 27p
(b) Two plates (as above) and two diff. Imprints (4 blocks), complete £1
(c) Variety R4/9 Retouch by Z (8) ..••••••••..•....•••..•••.•..........• 35p

510 6c Koromiko.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA or lB (12), each ••.••.•.•..•.•..•.....•.. 60p
(b) Counter coil pair .•.•...•....•....•..••••..•••.••••••.•.•••••.•...•. 30p

511 7c Rata.

(a) Plate lA or lB, or Imprint block (6), each •.•••••.•.•...•............• 37p
(b) Two plates (as above) and two diff. Imprints (4 blocks), complete .......• £1. 40

512 7c Fishing. Combined Imprint/Plate 1 or la (6), each .....•.•••.•••..•... 30p

513 7ic Trout.

(a) Two blocks of four, one being the original issue with wmk sideways inverted, the
other the reprint with wmk upright and extra perf holes at top. Two blocks

.•.....•..•.. 45p
(b) Plate lA (6), with wmk upright .••....•....•..•.........•..•.••....•. 40p
(c) Variety Rl0/13 Flaw "Spot below fin" in Imprint block (6) 47p



514 8c Flag.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate block lA (8) • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . . • . . • • . • • • . . . . . .. 55p
(b) Counter coil pair •••••.•...•••••••.••••....•.•••.•..•.•••..••••.•. " 37p
(c) Variety R12/1 Retouch by Z (4) •••.•.••••••..•••••.•••••••.•••..•.. 50p

515 8c Apples. Combined Imprint/Plate 1 or la (6), each.................... 32p

516 10c Timber (original design) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (8) • • . . • . . • . • . • . . £2

517 lOe Timber (new design)

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (6) .•.•..•......•............•.........•. 50p
(b) Counter coil pair ..•.•...•.••.•.•.••••••••.• " ...•.•....•......•.... 50p

518 15c Tiki (green/orange)

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (12). Scarce .•.•.•...•.....•....•.•....•• £20
(b) As above, but strip of 6. A bargain at •.....••••••...•.•.........•.. £7.50
(c) Variety Wrnk inverted •..••••.•........•...•..........•.•........... £4.50

519 15c Tiki (green/carmine)

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (8) .....•...•............................ 80p
(b) Counter coil pair ..•••.••.••••••..••.•..••...•...........•.... '" ... 75p

520 18c Wool. Combined Imprint/Plate 1 or la (6), each ••.•....•............ 72p

521 20c Rock Drawing.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (10) .•.....•.. " .....•................... £1. 57
(b) Counter coil pair ..•.•.........•...•................................ £1

522 20c Beef.

(a) Combiried Imprint/Plate 1 or la (6) •...............•..........•...... 8Op
(b) Counter coil pair •••.••••.••••••••••••.••...•.•.•.•..•....•.••..... £1

523 25c Butter Making. Combined Imprint/Plate lA (6) .•.•..•...•.•....•..... £2.75

524 25c Dairy Produce. Combined Imprint/Plate lA (6) ....••..•............ £1. 05

525 28c Fox Glacier.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (10) £1. 87
(b) Variety Rl/IO "Ghostly Mountain" (retouch in sky), and R3/10 Retouch by ferns

at left. Block of 6 . • . . . • . • • . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . • . .. £ 1. 15

526 30c Tongariro.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (6) (i) Wrnk'd, GIm Arabic ••••.•...•.•.. £1. 50
(it) Wrnk'd, PVA gum • . • . • • • • .. • . . . .. £ 1. 50
(iii) Unwrnk'd, PVA gum •...•........ £1.50

(b) Variety R2/1 Retouch below N of NEW (4). As (it) or (iii) above, each.... £1
(c) Variety R8/1 Retouch by flag (4). As (it) or (Ui) above, each •••..•.•..• £1



527 50c Falls.

(a) Combined Imprint/Plate lA (10). Gum Arabic or PVA, each £3. 50
(b) Variety R6/5 Retouch by waterfall (10) PVA £3. 50

528 $1 Glacier. Combined Imprint/Plate lA (6). Gum Arabic or PVA, each ..... £4

529 $2 Magenta. Combined Imprint/Plate lA (10) ....................•........ £16. 50

530 $2 Multicolour. Combined Imprint/Plate lA (10) £13. 50

531 Decimal Counter Coils. Set of 9 pairs (one pair of each value issued), all 9 having
the same coil number. The matched set, a real specialist's item £5

532

533

534

535

536

537

King Edward VII. An all-mint collection, with all values, most perf varieties and
some shades represented by td(2), 2d, 3d(2), 4d orange(2), 4d yellow (2), 5d (4),
6d (3, incl. the scarce perf 14 x 13t), 8d (4, incl. no wmk variety), 1/-(3). "Officials"
include the rare 3d perf 14 x 13t, and an 8d "two-perf" vertical pair. Condition
throughout is beautifully fresh. 33 mint , £25

2td Titoki. The complete range of Plate Numbers existing in this value, in six
immaculate blocks of 12, each with printer's imprint. Odd plates in this series aren't
yet too difficult to find, but complete sets??:: ........•...•......••...... £ 7. 50

1913 Auckland Exhibition. Our high opinion of this set is already well known. We
can again offer the complete set of four, used. Really SCARCE £25

1937 Coronation. Plate numbers and Imprints complete in all three values. The plate
numbers are in neat matching vertical pairs (the 6d plate 3L has the R4/1 re-entry),
while the Imprints are in blocks of four. 12 plate pairs and 3 imprint blocks of 4

........ £3

(a) 1920 Victor~. This is another rising set. Our offer is of two fine shades of
every vaIue (inc uding the 2d on td surcharge), except the td (1). 13 stamps, all
very good used (the top three values do NOT have the usual "killer" parcel cancella-
tions). Cat. £7.50 + ••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••.••..••••.••••... £5.50

(b) As above. The 6d value only - not, alas, with the variety discussed elsewhere in
this Bulletin, but two good shades, used ..•...•.•...•. ' 90p

Q. E. 1/- Die 2 (C. P. N10b, S. G. 732a). Readers will recall that last month we
invited offers of mint copies of this stamp. Not a single offer was forthcoming, which
didn't surprise us at all. It only confirms what we knew already, that the Die 2
variety is VERY SCARCE INDEED. However, we can supply a perfect mint copy
(with a normal Die 1 for comparison). Telephone ordering advised for this one:

................. £16.50



STOCKTAKING BARGAINS

A few items which we find are surplus to our stock requirements, so out they go - at bargain
prices, of course:

538 (a) 1956 Southland Centennial. The complete set in blocks of four, mint, never
hinged .....•.•...•.............•..........••...•.•....•........... 75p

(b) 1963 COMPAC 8d. A good stamp, this, but we have a few more than we need.
Again in block of four, again perfect mint. . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • .. 95p

(c) 1965 ANZAC 4d. The prominent "Sail on shore" flaw on R9/4 (as illustrated
in the C. P. Catalogue). In mint positional block of 8, with Imprint and Plate
number .........•...........•.............•.......•.•...•.•.....•• 55p

(d) 1965 Parliamentary Conference 4d Plate lA in mint block of four......•• 25p
9d Plate lA in mint block of four. • • . . . .. 50p

(e) 1968 Maori Bible 3c Variety R4/5 "Loop on leg of N of LAND" in mint positional
block (10) .•..••..•••...•.•..•.•...........•....................... 25p

(f) 1963 Health 2td + ld Blue. Two mint blocks of 6, shOWing three catalogued re
entries (R5/8, Rl0/10 and RH/lO). The two variety blocks, mint •.... 60p

(g) 1931 Airs. We have to describe these as not-so-fine, although any fault is very
minor, and all are good looking copies.

4d purple, unused (Cat. £1. 37). . 80p
5d on 3d red on green, unused (Cat. 87p) •... 45p

(h) K. G. V 8d. Two "two-perf" vertical pairs in distinct shades of indigo-blue.
one stamp in each pair has a small thin spot, but this in no way detracks from
their appearance. The two variety pairs. . ......................•.... £1. 25

(i) Q. E. Booklet Panes. The "small figure" ld orange (C. P. N2a, S. G. 724) offered
in two complete panes of 6, one haVing watermark upright, the other watermark
inverted. The pair of booklet panes. .•.•..•....•.................... 35p

(j) ~d Mt Cook. Two good shades of the perf. 14 x 15 printings from the new plates
of 1907-08 (S. G. 440). Mint•.......•......•..•.•....•.......•.•••.•• 20p

(k) K. E. VII 8d, perf 14 x Ht. Perhaps the most misidentified of all stamps (we
must have seen hundreds masquerading as the "line 14" variety). Get a mint
reference copy now, and shatter YOUR illusions: Guaranteed NOT S. G. 468

•.....•.•••.. 25p


